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Abstract

In this paper, we study power conservation techniques for
multi-attribute queries on wireless data broadcast channels.
Indexing data on broadcast channels can improve client fil-
tering capability, while clustering and scheduling can re-
duce both access time and tune-in time. Thus, indexing tech-
niques should be coupled with clustering and scheduling
methods to reduce the battery power consumption of mobile
computers. In this study, three indexing schemes for multi-
attribute queries, namely,index tree, signature, andhybrid
index, are discussed. We develop cost models for these three
indexing schemes and evaluate their performance based on
multi-attribute queries on wireless data broadcast channels.

1. Introduction

Wireless communication and mobile computing have
gained much attention from the computer and communica-
tion research community. Among the various issues under
study, efficient utilization of limited wireless bandwidth and
battery power is critical for disseminating information to a
large user population.

Wireless broadcastis an attractive approach for data dis-
semination, because it allows simultaneous information ac-
cess by an arbitrary number of users, and thus facilitates
efficient bandwidth usage. Meanwhile, mobile computers
accessing data by monitoring broadcast channels consume
less battery power than those accessing data by sending re-
quests through traditional point-to-point communications.
A lot of studies on data broadcast have appeared in the lit-
erature [1, 2, 9, 10, 3].

Power conservation techniques for broadcast data man-
agement include indexing methods and data organization
methods (i.e., clustering and scheduling). Among the pro-
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posed indexing techniques, signature[8] and index-tree [7]
methods represent two major classes1 of indexing tech-
niques for data broadcast. Evaluation has been conducted
on each of the indexing technique. In recent papers [4, 5],
we examined these two indexing techniques based on clus-
tering and scheduling, and proposed a hybrid indexing
method which combined the strength of the signature and
index-tree methods.

All of the above studies focused on data management
techniques for single-attribute based queries. In the real
world applications, data items usually contain multiple at-
tributes. Thus, multi-attribute based queries may provide
more precise information to the users. In this paper, we
investigate the issues of multiple-attribute based queries
on wireless data broadcast channels. We study three dif-
ferent power conservative indexing techniques, namelyin-
dex tree, signature, andhybrid, and their supporting data
organizations for broadcast of multi-attribute data items.
For each method, query processing algorithms for multi-
attribute queries are presented. We develop cost models and
evaluate the access time2 and tune-in time3 for the multi-
ple attribute queries. Finally, empirical comparisons of the
query performance are conducted.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives an informal introduction of the broadcast channels.
In Section 3, indexing techniques and access methods for
multiple attributes are introduced. Section 4 evaluates the
indexing techniques and query efficiency for multiple at-
tributes. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Wireless data broadcast

In a wireless data broadcast environment, a base station
maintains a set of records for formatted data and multime-

1In [6], hashing and flexible indexing methods were explored.
2The average time elapsed from the moment a query is issued to the

moment when all the requested data frames are received.
3The period of time spent by a mobile computer staying active in order

to obtain the requested data.



dia such as text, image, audio and video. To facilitate our
discussion, we assume that each record consists of a num-
ber of common attributes. To support broadcast data deliv-
ery, the base station periodically delivers these records to its
clients as a series ofdata framesthrough onesharedbroad-
cast channel. A data frame, the logical unit of informa-
tion broadcasted on the air, consists ofpackets4 which are
the physical units of broadcast. A frame contains a header
for synchronization and meta-information that indicates the
type and length of the frame. Since data frames are peri-
odically broadcast, a complete broadcast of data frames is
called abroadcast cycle. From the user’s viewpoint, broad-
cast data are perceived as a stream of frames flowing along
the time axis. Logically, there is no specific start and end
frame for a broadcast cycle. A broadcast cycle starts with
any frame and ends when the frame appears again. Updates
to the frames are reflected between successive broadcast cy-
cles. To receive the frames from the air, mobile applications
or users issue queries which specify values for one or mul-
tiple common attributes to their mobile computers. As a re-
sult, the mobile computers monitor the broadcast channels
and return the frames that satisfy these queries.

Indexing techniquesis based on the idea that by inter-
leaving auxiliary information with data frames on broadcast
channels, mobile computers are able to predict the arrival
of requested data frames. Hence, by staying in doze mode
most of the time and only waking up to receive the data
when they arrive (also calledselected tune-in), power con-
sumption of the mobile clients can be conserved. Since only
the qualified data are retrieved into the mobile clients, CPU
time and cache space are also saved.

In addition to indexing, broadcast data organization and
data access methods are two other major factors determin-
ing the access time and the tune-in time of mobile comput-
ers. In the following, we first discuss the assumptions about
scheduling and clustering we make in this paper. The inten-
tion is to fix the related parameters about data organization
on broadcast channel, so that we can focus on the indexing
techniques and access methods in the next section.

Data schedulingdetermines the contents of the broad-
cast cycle and the broadcast frequency of the data frames
[1, 9, 10] (i.e., the hot data set for broadcast and the rela-
tive broadcast frequency of each frame). A simple broad-
cast schedule, calledflat broadcast, is to broadcast each
data frame once in every cycle [1]. Since the client access
pattern for an attribute is usually skewed (i.e., some data
are accessed more frequently than others), another schedul-
ing method, calledbroadcast disks, was proposed in [1].
Broadcast disks broadcast important data more often than
the other data to reduce the average access time for queries
based on that attribute value. However, broadcast disks in-

4In our analysis, we assume that the size of a data frame is a multiple
of the packet size.

crease the length of a broadcast cycle and the client has to
spend more time to retrieve the less commonly requested
data. For multi-attribute data records, a cycle can be orga-
nized in broadcast disks based on one of attributes. Due
to data frame duplication, queries other than that attribute
may take longer to answer. Therefore, broadcast disks are
not efficient for data records with multiple attributes. In this
paper we assume that flat broadcast scheduling is used.

Data clustering refers to arranging the data items with
the same value for a specific attribute to appear consecu-
tively in a broadcast cycle [5, 6, 7]. By monitoring the ar-
rival of the first data item with the desired attribute value,
the client can retrieve all of the successive data items with
the same attribute value. However, similar to data schedul-
ing, a broadcast cycle can only be clustered based on one
attribute. We call this attribute theclustered attributeand
the other attributes thenon-clustered attributes. Although
the other attributes are non-clustered in the cycle, a second
attribute can be chosen to cluster the data items within a
data cluster of the clustered attribute. In turns, a third at-
tribute can be chosen to cluster the data items within a data
cluster of the second attribute.

For each non-clustered attribute, the broadcast cycle can
be partitioned into a number of segments calledmeta seg-
ments[7], each of which holding a sequence of frames with
non-decreasing (or non-increasing) values of that attribute.
Thus, when we look at each individual meta segment, the
data frames are clustered on that attribute and indexing tech-
niques designed for clustered data broadcast can still be ap-
plied within the meta segment. To facilitate our study, we
define the number of meta segments in the broadcast cycle
for an attribute as thescattering factor5 of the attribute. For
multiple attributes, the broadcast cycle is partitioned into
meta segments for each attribute in the order of decreas-
ing access frequency. The scattering factors of an attribute
increases as the importance of the attribute decreases. Orga-
nizing data broadcast with the clustering structure discussed
above can improve retrieval efficiency. Thus, in this paper,
we assume that the data frames within a broadcast cycle
are partitioned into meta segments based on the firstr at-
tributes.

3. Multiple attribute indexing techniques

In this section, we investigate the application of the in-
dex tree, the signature and the hybrid techniques to broad-
cast data with multiple attributes. The cost models of access
time and tune-in time for the investigated indexing tech-
niques are derived. The comparisons among these three
techniques based on access time and tune-in time are pre-
sented in the next section. To save space, we do not repeat

5To simplify our discussion, we neglect the variance of the meta seg-
ment size.



the basic index tree, signature and hybrid techniques in the
paper. Reader can refer to [5, 7, 8] for detail.

Before we discuss the multi-attribute indexing tech-
niques and their associated access methods, we first de-
scribe the system parameters used in the study. We assume
that there arem common attributes in each data frame and
the attributes are sorted based on their access frequency. Let
the ordered attributes bea1,a2,...,am and their probabili-
ties contained in a query bep1,p2,...,pm, wherepi � pi+1
(1 � i < m). a1, calledmajor attribute, is the most fre-
quently accessed attribute and all other attributes are called
minor attributes. The minor attributeam is the least ac-
cessed attribute. Indexes are built on multiple attributes
(i.e. the frequently accessed attributes,a1,a2,...,ar where
1 � r � m). The rest of the system parameters are defined
in Table 1.

Table 1. System Parameter
F Information frame number in a broadcast cycle
P Average packet number in an information frame
m Attribute number in a frame
r Indexed attribute number in a frame(0 � r � m)
q Attribute number in a query(1 � q � m)
Si percentage of frames with required attribute value
pi Probability of queries based onai

A multi-attribute query usually contains multiple at-
tributes and consists of many combinations of Boolean op-
erators, such as conjunction (^) and disjunction(_). Since
it is difficult to consider all combinations in a study, we
choose the queries with either all conjunction or all dis-
junction operators as the representative multiple attribute
queries for evaluation.

Let Qfa01; : : : ; a
0

qg denote a query withq attributes,
where the attributesa0i (1 � i � q � m) are sorted
according to the order they are indexed. Without loss of
generality, we assume thatq attributes are the firstq fre-
quently accessed attributes,a1, ...,aq. Qfa1^ : : :^aqg and
Qfa1 _ : : : _ aqg are the only two query expressions. This
is the minimal configuration to cover the common queries
involved.

To provide the comparison baseline, we first introduce
the non index approach (denotednon-index). Since every
arriving frame must be retrieved into the client cache to
check against the attribute values specified in the query, the
tune-in time is very long and is equal to the access time. The
estimated access time and tune-in time forQfa1^ : : :^aqg
is as follows.

A(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq) = T (a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= P � F � (1=2 + S1)

wherea1 is clustered.A andT , hereafter, are used to denote
the access time and tune-in time of the queries. ForQfa1 _
: : : _ aqg, the client must scan the entire broadcast cycle to
retrieve the desired frames:

A(a1 _ : : : _ aq) = T (a1 _ : : : _ aq) = P � F

3.1. The index tree method

For a multiple-attribute data set, we can build index trees
for each attribute separately. Several factors influence the
order of attribute indexes in a cycle. To reduce index tree
overhead for multiple attributes, the index tree should be
built in the order that the attribute with the highest selectiv-
ity is indexed first. In this way, the clustered data frames can
be received successively. On the other hand, to achieve the
best average system performance, index should be built in
the order of access frequency such that the higher the access
frequency the higher the priority in choosing an attribute for
indexing. From the index point of view, an index built on
an attribute with a lower selectivity is better, because low
selectivity attribute has high partitioning power and conse-
quently high filtering capability. Obviously, the factors of
selectivity and access probability have contradicting effects.
We have to balance the access probability and the attribute
selectivity to determine the order of attributes to be indexed.

Based on research results in [5, 7], data access is more
efficient for clustered attribute than for non-clustered at-
tribute. For example, both access time and tune-in time are
improved by clustering. In addition, index built on clus-
tered attribute requires less overhead than that built on non-
clustered attributes. Since data frames can be clustered on
at most one attribute, we choose to cluster data frames in a
broadcast cycle based on major attribute (i.e.,a1). Thus, the
minor attributes are non-clustered. LetI = fa1; : : : ; arg be
the set of indexed attributes. The broadcast cycle is parti-
tioned separately for each attribute inI ordered froma1 to
ar. Hence, the scattering factor forai, denoted asMi, in-
creases withi. The index tree overhead ofai depends on
Mi. Hence, the smaller the subscript of the attribute inI ,
the lower the index overhead.

Since the broadcast channel is a linear medium and the
index information increases the length of the cycle, index
for an attribute influences the performance of queries based
on not only that attribute but of those based on other at-
tributes as well. WhenMi (where i > r) is too large,
constructing a distributed indexing tree onai does not help
improve tune-in time much but results in a high index over-
head. For example, the broadcast cycle can become very
long and the access time for queries based on any attribute
increases considerably. In this case, non-index is a better
approach.

The value ofMj depends onSi and the inter-relation
amongai, where1 � i � j. However, the dependency



among the attributes is difficult to determine because it is
most likely semantic-based and it may vary from applica-
tion to application. To simplify the cost model, we as-
sume that the attributes arerandom and independent. Based
on this assumption, a simple estimate onMi is Mi =

1=
Q(i�1)

j=1 Sj .

Table 2. Parameter for Index Tree

hi Height of the whole index tree built forai
ti Height of the replicated tree part forai
N Number of packets in an index tree node
n Search-key plus pointer number a node holds

Table 2 describes the parameter settings for index tree
cost models. In addition, we letX [h] andX [t] be the total
number of nodes of the full index tree and the replicated part
of the index tree, respectively. Also, the number of nodes
in the i-th level of the index tree is denoted asL[i]. For
multi-attribute indexing, extra index information increases
the cycle length toP �F+N �

Pr
j=1 Ej packets, whereEj is

the total number of index nodes allocated toaj . Foraj (j 6=
1), there is an index tree constructed for each meta segment.
Therefore, there areMj index trees corresponding toaj .
Since each index tree hasX [hj ]+L[tj+1]�1 index nodes
allocated foraj within a meta segment, the total overhead
incurred in building index trees foraj in a broadcast cycle
isEj =Mj � (X [hj ] + L[tj + 1]� 1) nodes.

To simplify the cost models, we average the index tree
overhead to each data frame so that the size of a frame is
considered to consist of a data part and an index overhead
part. Of course, the actual index tree overhead for each data
frame is different, but from the statistical point of view we
can assume that all data frames have the same average index
tree overhead which isTREE = N �

Pr
j=1Ej=F . The

replicated index tree part forai is broadcast every1=L[ti+
1] of each meta segment. The data frames are divided into
Mi � L[ti + 1] data segments with replicated index nodes at
the beginning of each data segment. The length of each data
segment is(P �F +N �

Pr
j=1Ej)=(Mi �L[ti+1]). Hence,

the initial probe timefor the index tree built forai can be
estimated as follows [7],

PROBEidx =
P � F +N �

Pr
j=1Ej

2 �Mi � L[ti + 1]

In the following paragraph, for conjunction operators (^)
and disjunction operators (_), their access methods are de-
scribed and then the cost formulae are derived. The general
access method forQfa1 ^ � � � ^ aqg is:

Search: FOR each query attributeai DO

� Initial probe for the index tree built based onai
within the data segment qualified forai�1.

� Search the index tree built based onai: the client
follows a list of pointers to find out the arrival
time of the desired data frame.

Retrieval: Scan the current meta segment for the desired
data frames. At the end of the meta segment a jump
is made to the other meta segments where the client
should examine whether that meta segment is qualified
for the attributesa1; : : : ; aq contained in the query.

The access time forQfa1 ^ : : : ^ aqg is upper bounded by:

Aidx(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= initial probe time for major attribute index+

waiting time for first desired data segment+

access time for desired data within the segment

= PROBEidx +
P � F +N �

Pr
j=1 Ej

2
+ P � S1 � F

The tune-in time forQfa1 ^ : : :^ aqg depends on the num-
ber of levels in the index trees forai, 1 � i � r and the
selectivity of the conjunction query. The initial probe of the
client is to find the occurrence of the control index fora1.
The control index directs the client to the required higher
level index tree nodes fora1. A search in the index tree is
conducted and the last pointer in the index tree points to the
occurrence of the desired data segment. Within that data
segment, a probe for index tree fora2 is conducted. Once
the index tree fora2 is obtained, a search in the index tree
is carried out to find the data segment which matchesa2.
The filtering process continues with all other attributes in-
volved with the query. Finally, the data frames of interests
are received. The tune-in time is obtained as follows:

T idx(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= (1 +

lX
i=1

hi) �N + (1 + F �

lY
i=1

Si) � P

wherel = min(r; q) and
Ql

i=1 Si is the number of matched
items forQfa1 ^ : : : ^ alg.

For Qfa1 _ : : : _ aqg, the client monitors the channel
for every index tree built on the attributes in the query as
if the client queries each of theq attributes simultaneously,
but within one scan. The following is the access method:

Initial probe: For any index trees built ona1; : : : ; aq, the
client tunes into the broadcast channel and determines
when the next index tree nodes for the data frames are
broadcast.

Search: For each index tree built ona1; : : : ; aq, the client
follows a list of pointers to find out the arrival time of
the desired data frame.



Retrieval: The client tunes into the broadcast channel to
download all the qualified frames.

The access time forQfa1 _ : : : _ aqg is,

Aidx(a1 _ : : : _ aq)

= initial probe time+

waiting time for retrieving all desired frames

= PROBEi + P � F +N �

rX
j=1

Ej

and the tune-in time forQfa1 _ : : : _ aqg is as follows:
if r < q

T idx(a1 _ : : : _ aq) = r �N + P � F

else (i.e.,q � r)

T idx(a1 _ : : : _ aq) � (1 +

qX
i=1

hi) �N+

P �

qX
i=1

Mi + F � P �

qX
i=1

(�1)i+1Si

�
q
i

�

where the number of true matches is no greater thanP � F �Pq
i=1 (�1)i+1Si

�
q
i

�
andS = maxfSi : 1 � i � qg.

3.2. Signature for multiple attributes

Table 3. Parameters for Signature Scheme

Pi a frame false drop probability forai
PS
f a simple signature false drop probability

P I
f an integrated sig. false drop probability

k number of frames indexed by an integrated sig.
li average number of true matches in a frame group
p number of bits in a packet
RS number of packets a simple signature takes
RI number of packets of an integrated sig. takes
s number of bit strings superimposed into a sig.

For the index tree method, there is an index tree for each
indexed attribute. Therefore, the index overhead is directly
proportional to the number of indexed attributes. For the
signature method, one signature can provide index informa-
tion to all attributes. The index overhead is much less influ-
enced by the number of attributes and the access method is
simpler than the index tree method.

Table 3 defines the parameters for signature cost mod-
els. For multi-attribute indexing, the multi-level signature
method is the best approach [8, 5] and is used in this paper

for data indexing. We assume that every attribute is indexed
in the signature (i.e.,r = m). The the signature false drop
probability for either simple signature or integrated signa-
ture can be estimated as follows [8]:

LEMMA 1 (Optimal false drop probability) Given the
size of a signature,R, hereafter denotes eitherRS or
RI , and the number of bit strings superimposed into the
signature,s, the false drop probability for the signature is:
PS
f = P I

f = 2�R�(p�ln2)=s

We definePi as the false drop probability of a data frame
for queries based onai. Pi has two componentsP I

f and
PS
f , which, respectively, reflects the false drops introduced

by the integrated signature and the simple signature. Based
on [8], we derive the estimate ofPi as follow:

Pi = ((1=k � dSi=lie) � P
I
f � (k �RS=P + k � PS

f ) +

dSi=lie � (k � li) � P
S
f )=(1� Si) (1)

To simplify our discussion, we assume that frames with
the same attribute value forai (1 � i � m) are evenly
distributed in each meta segment. Consequently, the aver-
age number of frames with the same value forai in each
meta segment isdF � Si=Mie. Let k be the number of data
frames grouped in an integrated signature. The number of
distinct attribute values ink data frames can be estimated as
dk=dF �Si=Miee. For frames in a meta segment partitioned
for ai, the average number of qualified frames correspond-
ing to a matched integrated signature, calledlocality of true
matchesli (1 � li � k for 1 � i � r), can be estimated as,
li = k=dk=dF � Si=Miee.

For randomly distributed frames, the locality of true
matches corresponding toai (r < i � m), li, equals to
1. Since each data frame containsm attribute values6 corre-
sponding toa1; :::; am, the expected distinct superimposed
bit strings,s, for an integrated signature can be estimated
as,s =

Pm
i=1 dk=lie, wheredk=lie is the expected number

of distinct bit strings superimposed forai.
To simplify the estimates of the tune-in time, the ini-

tial probe for the integrated signature is a true match.
The average waiting time for retrieving one data frame is
SIGS + SIGI + P , whereSIGS andSIGI , the average
simple and integrated signature overheads for a data frame,
can be calculated asSIGS = RS andSIGI = RI=k.

Generally speaking the length of a signature (RS orRI )
is very small compared to a data frame (i.e.,P >> R). Oth-
erwise, both the access time and the tune-in time would be
large. Therefore, the time for the client to filter out the par-
tial signature and the partial data frame, called initial probe
time, can be be approximated as half of the data frame size,

6We assume that the hashed attribute values for different attributes are
not the same (i.e., independent event). Therefore, the number of distinct
bit strings superimposed into a simple signature form attributes ism.



PROBE = P=2. The tune-in time in the initial probe pe-
riod is the expected sum of the time when the client is active
for filtering a partial simple signature, a partial integrated
signature, and a partial data frame. For similar reasons, the
tune-in time for filtering a partial signature is negligible and
the initial tune-in time can be approximated asP=2.

One major difference between the index tree and the sig-
nature method is that an index tree node is good for only
one indexed attribute, while a signature contains the infor-
mation for all indexed attributes. Therefore, the client first
retrieves the signature into the cache, by scanning that sig-
nature, the client knows whether the associated data frame
matches more than one attribute. Only when the signature
matches all query attributes, is the corresponding data frame
fetched into the cache.

We develop the access method for queriesQfa1 ^ : : : ^
aqg as follows. Signature match fora1 is conducted first.
Matched signatures (either true match or false drops) are
subjected to further signature matches based on the other
query attribute values.

Initial probe: The client tunes into the broadcast channel
for the first received signature

Filtering: For each signature received in a broadcast cycle
do the following:

for each query attributeai,
IF the signature does not match the query

signature based on attributeai
THEN repeat the filtering step

Retrieval and checking: The client retrieves frames corre-
sponding to the matched signature for further checking
to eliminate false drops. Repeat filtering step.

ForQfa1 ^ : : : ^ aqg, the access time is:

Asig(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= initial probe time+

filtering time for the first desired frame+

retrieving time for all the desired frames

= PROBE + CY CLE=2 + S1 � F

= P=2 + F � (SIGI + SIGS + P )=2 + P � S1 � F

The tune-in time forQfa1 ^ : : : ^ aqg is:

T sig(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= the tune-in time in the initial probe period+

true match data frames in the broadcast+

every integrated signature in half the cycle+

simple sig associated with qualified integrated sig+

false drop data frames in half the cycle

=
P

2
+ P � F �

qY
i=1

Si +
F

2
� (RI=k + dS1=l1ek �RS)

+false drop data frames in half the broadcast

�
P

2
+ P � F �

qY
i=1

Si +
F

2
� (RI=k + dS1=l1ek �RS)

+P � F �

qX
i=1

(q � Si�1 �Dq+1�i)=2

where the number of true matches is estimated asF �Qq
i=1 Si. S = maxfSi : 1 � i � qg. Pi is given in

Equation (1).Pi � (1 � Si) is the false drop probability for
ai. D = maxfPi � (1� Si) : 1 � i � qg.

For a queryQfa1 _ : : : _ aqg, the access method is:

Initial probe: The client tunes into the broadcast channel
for the frame signature in a broadcast cycle.

Filtering: The client tunes into retrieve the signatures ar-
riving and matches the frame signatures with the sig-
natures for any attribute values ina1; � � � ; aq.

Retrieval and checking: For the matched signatures, the
client tunes into get the corresponding data frames
from the channel for further checking to eliminate false
drops.

The access time forQfa1 _ : : : _ aqg is:

Asig(a1 _ : : : _ aq)

= initial probe time+ a broadcast cycle

= P=2 + F � (SIGI + SIGS + P )

and the tune-in time forQfa1 _ : : :_ aqg is upper bounded
by:

T sig(a1 _ : : : _ aq)

= tune-in time in the initial probe period+

true match data frames in the cycle+

every integrated signature in the cycle+

simple sig associated with qualified integrated sig+

false drop data frames in the cycle

� P=2 + F � P �

qX
i=1

(�1)i+1Si

�
q
i

�
+

F � (RI=k + dS1=l1ek � RS) +

false drop data frames in the whole broadcast

� P=2 + F � P �

qX
i=1

(�1)i+1Si

�
q
i

�
+

F � (RI=k + dS1=l1ek � RS) +

P � F �

qX
i=1

((1� Si) � Pi)



where the number of true matches is no greater thanP � F �Pq
i=1 (�1)i+1Si

�
q
i

�
andS = maxfSi : 1 � i � qg.

3.3. The hybrid methods

The hybrid index consists of two parts: sparse index tree
and signature. The sparse tree is built on the major attribute
and used for global filtering. The multi-level signature is
used to carry out the local filtering based on attribute values
specified in the queries. In this way, the index tree part helps
improve tune-in time of the client. The average waiting time
for retrieving one data frame from the broadcast cycle can
be expressed as:

TREE+SIG+P = N �(X [t1+1]�1)=F+R�(1+1=k)+P

whereTREE andSIG respectively are the index over-
heads of the index tree part and the signature part of a
frame. The average number of data frames in one data
block, F [B], can be calculated in a similar way as in the
index tree method, which isF=L[t1 + 1]. Thus, the over-
heads of the index tree and the signatures in a data block
areF [B] �TREE andF [B] �SIG, respectively. Hence, the
average initial probe time for the signature and the length of
a cycle is given by:

PROBEhyb = (TREE + SIG+ P )=2

CY CLEhyb = (TREE + SIG+ P ) � F

The access method for a queryQfa1 ^ : : : ^ aqg is as
follows:

If a1 is the major attribute

� based on the single index tree access protocol to
retrieve the frame block which contains all the
frames satisfying the value fora1

� successive signature matches based on
fa2; : : : ; aqg are conducted to filter out the
desired frames

Else based on the signature access method to retrieve the
qualified frames based onfa1; : : : ; aqg. The sparse
index tree is skipped.

Therefore, the access time forQfa1 ^ : : : ^ aqg is:

Ahyb(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= PROBEhyb + CY CLEhyb=2 + F � S1 � P

= (TREE + SIG+ P ) � (1 + F )=2 + F � S1 � P

The tune-in time primarily depends on the initial probe of
the client to determine the next occurrence of the sparse in-
dex, the access time for the index tree part which equals to

the number of levelst1 of the sparse index tree, the tune-in
time for the data blockB, and the selectivity of the query
Qfa1 ^ : : : ^ aqg. Therefore, it is upper bounded by:

T hyb(a1 ^ : : : ^ aq)

= (1 + t1) �N + T (B) + (1 + F �

qY
j=1

Sj) � P

whereT (B) is the tune-in time for filtering the data block
B with the signature method, which can be estimated as:

T (B) = every sig in the data block B+

false drop data frames in data block B (2)

For Qfa1 _ : : : _ aqg, the sparse index tree part does
not help the retrieval of multiple attributes and the access
method is similar to the multi-level signature. Thus, the
access time forQfa1 _ : : : _ aqg is:

Ahyb(a1 _ : : : _ aq) = PROBEhyb + CY CLEhyb

= (TREE + SIG+ P ) � (1=2 + F )

In order to skip each of the index tree, we assume that
the client needs to retrieve one tree node to get the con-
trol information such as the size of the sparse index tree and
the size of the data block. Therefore, the tune-in time for
Qfa1 _ : : : _ aqg is:

T hyb(a1 _ : : : _ aq) = N + T sig(a1 _ : : : _ aq)

where,T sig(a1 _ : : : _ aq) represents the tune-in time for
the corresponding signature scheme used (i.e., multi-level
signature).

4. Evaluation of query performance

In this section, we make analytical comparisons of the
performance for the multi-attribute indexes discussed in the
previous sections. The comparisons are based on the formu-
lae developed in Section 3. The access time and the tune-in
time for the index tree, signature, and hybrid methods, are
evaluated. The study addresses two kinds of Boolean query
expressions: conjunction and disjunction.

Table 4 lists the parameter settings used in the compar-
isons. We assume that the broadcast data file contains 10
attributes (i.e.,a1; � � � ; a10). For multiple attribute queries,
three most frequently accessed attributes (i.e.,ai, 1 � i �
3) are included in the queries. Flat broadcast schedule is
used for data broadcasting. A data frame consists of 1000
packets and a packet contains 64 bits. For the index tree,
each tree node, which consists of 100 packets, contains 128
search-key plus pointers. For the signature method, the
frame group size is 4. To simplify the discussion, the se-
lectivity of all attributes is set to the same value (i.e., 0.01).



Table 4. Parameters of the cost models

F = 104 � 106 P = 103 S = 0:01 p = 64 m = 10
n = 128 N = 100 k = 4 r = 6 q = 3

For the index tree method, the index overhead is pro-
portional to the number of attributes. For the signature and
the hybrid methods, the index overhead is much less influ-
enced by the number of attributes. Therefore, among the 10
attributes, the first six frequently accessed attributes are in-
dexed in the index tree method and all attributes are indexed
for the signature and the hybrid methods. The index tree is
balanced (all leaves are on the same level), and each node
has the same number of children.

To show the experimental results in a clear way, access
time overhead is computed with respect to non-index ap-
proach. ON the other hand, tune-in time for non-index ap-
proach is included in the figures as a baseline for tune-in
time comparisons. We first investigate multi-attribute con-
junction queries. Then, we evaluate the multi-attribute dis-
junction queries.

4.1. Conjunction queries

In this set of experiments, we assume the conjunction
queries are used and the queries contain three most fre-
quently accessed attributesa1, a2, and a3. Figures 1
and 2 illustrate the access time and the tune-in time for
Qfa1^a2^a3gwhen the cycle length is varied. Obviously,
the access time of the index tree method is much worse than
the other two index methods. This is because the index tree
overhead for non-clustered attributes (i.e.,ai, i > 1) is very
large. Based on the construction of the multiple-attribute
index tree, the less the attribute accessed, the higher its in-
dex overhead. On the other hand, for the signature and the
hybrid methods, the index overhead is almost independent
of the number of attributes and is much less than that of the
index tree. The sparse index tree in the hybrid method has
a very low overhead. As a result, the access time for the
signature and the hybrid methods is similar (Figure 1).

When the tune-in time is considered (refer to Figure 2),
the signature method performs worse than the other two in-
dex methods and the index tree shows a marginally better
performance than the hybrid method. This is because the
tune-in time for signature false drop is greater than that for
searching in the index tree. All three index methods give
a considerably better performance than the non-index ap-
proach.

Figure 3 shows the tune-in time as a function of the query
selectivity forQfa1^a2^a3gwhere the cycle length is105.
For any query selectivity, the index tree always has the sim-
ilar performance as the hybrid method. For small query se-
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Figure 1. Access Time for Conjunction Query
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Figure 3. Tune-in Time vs Query Selectivity



lectivity, the signature does worse than the other two. How-
ever, as the query selectivity is increased, all three methods
give similar performance, because for large selectivity the
tune-in time for the retrieval of the qualified data dominates
the tune-in time of the queries.
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Figure 4. Tune-in Time vs Query Number

Intuitively, a conjunction query with more attributes in
the predicates should result in a smaller set of qualified data
items. This is demonstrated in Figure 4 where the number of
attributes in a query is varied while the cycle length is fixed
to 105. As the number of attributes in a query increases, the
tune-in time for all index methods decreases as a result of
the decrease in the number of qualified data. The tune-in
time for the signature method is similar to that of the index
tree and the hybrid methods only for single attribute query.
For queries with more than one attribute, the signature has
an obvious poor performance than the other two. That is
because the tune-in time for eliminating false matches may
become too significant even though the tune-in time for re-
ceving qualified frames decreases. For queries with few at-
tributes (i.e., less than three), the index tree and the hybrid
methods have similar performance. However as the num-
ber of attributes in a query is increased, the hybrid method
outperforms the index tree method. Due to the tune-in time
for each index trees, the curve representing the index tree
method goes up a little bit after the number of attributes is
greater than three.

4.2. Disjunction queries

This section investigates the performance of disjunction
queries. In Figures 5 and 6, the access time and the tune-in
time forQfa1 _ a2 _ a3g are shown. Similar to conjunc-
tion queries, the index tree method has the worst access time
among the three index methods and the other two have sim-
ilar access time. Figure 6 shows all three index methods
have much better tune-in time performance than the non-
index method. The hybrid and the signature have similar
tune-in time performance which is better than that of the
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Figure 5. Access Time for Disjunction Query
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Figure 6. Tune-in Time for Disjunction Query

index tree.
The query selectivity is varied in Figure 7 while other

parameters are fixed. The tune-in time for the signature
and the hybrid methods is proportional to the selecrivity of
queries, while their performance are about the same. For
the index tree method, the tune-in time is similar to that of
other index methods when query selectivity is greater6%. It
has an odd performance when query selectivity is less than
6%. For example, the tune-in time first decreases and then
increases. This probably is due to two contradicting factors:
1) a larger selectivity may reduce the size of an index tree
and thus introduce lower index overhead; 2) a larger selec-
tivity may result in more qualified frames and thus higher
tune-in time for retrieving these frames. After the query se-
lectivity is greater than6%, the retrieval factor dominates
the tune-in time of the query.

In contrast to conjunction queries, the more attributes in-
volved in a disjunction query may result in the more qual-
ified data retrieved. Thus, Figure 8 shows a reversed per-
formance compared to Figure 4. For queries with many
attributes, the index tree does worse than the other two.
This is due to the retrieval of each meta segment in each in-
dex tree. The number of meta segments retrieved increases
rapidly when the number of attributes involved in a query
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increases.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we examined the problem of multi-attribute
queries for wireless data broadcast. We studied the index
tree, the signature, and the hybrid index methods for multi-
attribute queries. To facilitate our evaluation, we assumed
a query involves all of the attributes either conjunctively or
disjunctively.

We provided cost models of the three multi-attribute in-
dexing methods for the estimates of access time and tune-in
time and compared their performance. We found that the in-
dex tree method, while performing well for single-attribute
queries results in large access time overhead. This is due to
the creation and replication of index trees for the indexed
attributes. Moreover, the index method has an update con-
straint, i.e., updates of a data frame are not reflected until
the next broadcast cycle. The comparisons revealed that
all index methods introduced certain access time overhead
while improving power conservation by reducing their tune-
in time. We conclude from our study that the hybrid is the
best choice for multi-attribute queries due to its good access
time and tune-in time. The signature method has the sim-
ilar performance as the hybrid method except conjunction

queries. The index tree method is poor in access time for
any types of multi-attribute queries. It gives similar tune-in
time as the hybrid method for the conjunction queries.

In this paper, we only studied two simple multi-attribute
queries: conjunction and disjunction. In the future, we will
investigate more complicated ones such as, mixed conjunc-
tion and disjunction queries, join queries, and range queries
etc. In a mobile computing environment, index information
is frequently accessed data. Caching this index informa-
tion in the clients may reduce both access time and tune-in
time considerably. One future research would incorporate
the index schemes with data caching algorithms to achieve
a better system performance.
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